1
2
Across
1 Lonely
Wordsworthian
9
wanderer? (5)
4 The audience
doesn't see what
11
happens here (9)
9 Sanctified from
Bible Study (5)
16
10 Oil extracted in
Leeds? (7)
11 Epic tale I laid
21
22
around (5)
13 Exotic flier
25
partially awed
Scotsman (5)
15 Reportedly, it's
29
human to do so
(3)
16 Kind of elk that
32
has value in
Albania (3)
17 Innocent Kay
leaves rogue and
31 E.g. Clarke at
embraces one (5)
end of roof (5)
19 Nutrition for
32 Indicate position
Love, so it's said
of French line at
(5)
east (9)
21 It's not done to
add two zeroes to 33 Foxy lady! (5)
the bill (5)
Down
23 Find some Spode
1 Allowed to
pottery in store
follow taxi in
(5)
Brazilian city 24 She's lost
convertible one
because she's
(9)
reading the chart
2 Blokes around
backwards (3)
one monument
25 Time-travelling
(7)
medic somehow
3 Small piece of
rearranged (3)
Peridotite? (3)
26 Dog which may
4 May be
pack a punch (5)
described as a
28 Acquire licence
Rubeneque
to take in Holy
quality (5)
artefact (5)
5 Short Army
29 Alec hit out for
officer seen on
what is morally
ridge (3)
acceptable (7)
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6 Wines are spilt
for strength (5)
7 Like Wide's
picture, it cannot
be dated (7)
8 The German
follows German
egg. Duck egg?
(5)
12 Sort of dog in Oz
(5)
14 Mashed peach
may not cost
much (5)
18 Find example in
list? (5)
19 Me and little
Terry, shortly
take a reading (5)
20 Arrive with fresh
request for
admission (4,5)

22 Where the light
outside is red,
and the women
inside are scarlet!
(7)
24 Seemingly a
fortification
protecting drugs
(7)
25 The Italian we'd
include to carry a
weapon (5)
26 Graduate
opposed to
breakfast
ingredient (5)
27 Go back in
French street and
make up (5)
30 We hear that
some parsley can
be found here (3)
31 Cockney's boss?
(3)

